Super Alkaline Batteries

**MODEL CODE**

- BATSA-AAA 4pack
- BATSA-AA 4pack
- BATSA-C 2pack
- BATSA-D 2pack
- BATSA-9V 1pack

**FEATURES**

- Ideal for...
  - Digital Cameras
  - MP3 Players
  - Handheld Gaming Devices
  - PDAs

---

Rechargeable Batteries

**MODEL CODE**

- BATRAA-800 2pack
- BATRAA-1800 4pack
- BATRAA-2300 4pack
- BATRC-4000 2pack
- BATRD-8000 2pack
- BATR9V-220 1pack

**FEATURES**

- Each battery good for upto 1000 charging cycles.

---

Slow/Quick Battery Charger

**MODEL CODE**

- BATC-001

**FEATURES**

- Slow charge option for maximum battery life
- Charges D/C/AA/AAA/9V Ni-MH or Ni-CD Batteries
- Maximum of 4 slots for D/C/AA/AAA and 2 slots for 9V

---

Quick Battery Charger

**MODEL CODE**

- BATC-002

**FEATURES**

- Plugs directly into any 100V-240V AC outlet
- Auto shut-off prevents over-charging
- Detects and prevents charging of defective or alkaline batteries
- Fully charges 1000mAh batteries in 1 hour; 2000 mAh batteries in 2-3 hours
- Simultaneously charges AA and AAA batteries
- Can charge upto 4 AA or 2 AA and 2 AAA Ni-MH or Ni-CD batteries

---

Manhattan Battery Display Stand

**MODEL CODE**

- BATSTAND